
Categorisation as a Service (CaaS®)

Experian Affordability

Putting the individual at 
the heart of affordability



Increase lending 
amounts and cut 
manual referrals 
by up to 20% 

Salary and income validation 

was tested against human 

assessors by a high street 

bank, and found that our 

algorithm was correct more 

often and more reliably than 

humans. This allowed them to 

save time in the process, 

leading to better outcomes 

consumers and businesses.

The sharing of bank and payment card 
transaction data via Open Banking greatly 
increases the volume and variety of data available 
to organisations. This raw data, whilst interesting 
will only become useful to organisations once 
meaning has been applied. 

CaaS automates the categorisation and analysis 
of transaction data. This is a fundamental 
business capability in a world of Open Data.

How CaaS can help

For lending organisations, CaaS’s categorisation 
and reporting will reduce underwriting time, 
significantly  improve the accuracy of decisions 
and ultimately, will ensure your customers 
receive the correct products and services, in the 
quickest possible time. 

But CaaS is not just about assessing affordability. 
CaaS gives you  a deeper understanding of your 
customers, to improve how you communicate to 
them, and develop and deliver better products, 
more attuned to what they can afford. And thanks 
to its powerful analysis of spending patterns or 
“characteristics” CaaS will allow you to anticipate 
problems in cash flow, to provide solutions and 
support to your customers through difficult times.

At Experian we believe that CaaS is not just a 
powerhouse of data processing - it’s the engine to 
drive your decision making at every level and the 
vehicle to take your customers with you into the 
brave new world of Open Data.

Substantial 
savings in bad 
debt write-offs 

Application of our affordability 

and behavioural insights has 

been evaluated by several high 

street banks to increase the 

goodness of fit of their credit 

risk default and loss models by 

up to 4 Gini/ROC points.

With Experian Affordability, we make sure you can 
treat every customer as an individual; helping them 
meet their needs and goals by better understanding 
their personal circumstances.

We have developed Categorisation as a Service (CaaS®)
to give lenders an unprecedented understanding of 
what your customers can afford to borrow and what 
they are able to repay.

How can CaaS help during the Covid-19 crisis

Covid-19 is rapidly changing the personal financial 

circumstances of millions of consumers. Making it 

difficult for organisations to quickly assess vulnerability 

and identify customers that need support now and 

throughout the crisis. CaaS can help you address this 

challenge by providing detailed insight on a customer’s 

financial behaviour in real-time. CaaS can help you 

monitor changes in a customer’s finances, providing an 

assessment of liquidity, a warning of loss of earnings 

and potential delinquency, as well as helping you 

manage debt repayment.

Transaction data can be accessed via Open Banking - 

with consumer consent - and processed in real-time, or 

shared in batch via our secure cloud-based data portal 

for portfolio analysis.



How it works

CaaS takes your customers’ transactional data and 
processes it through the CaaS machine learned 
algorithm. The CaaS algorithm has been “trained” on 
thousands of customer accounts and whilst being 
used by the UK’s top-4 banks has processed more 
than 1.5 billion customer transactions, to recognise 
186 categories of discretionary and non-
discretionary income and spending. Our granular 
approach allows CaaS to identify subtle patterns and 
signals in behaviour giving deeper insight. For 
example, the CaaS algorithm can instantly identify 
and categorise salary, benefit payments, rental 
repayments, childcare costs, the weekly grocery 
shop or how much is spent traveling to work. 
Similarly CaaS can also be used to categorise credit 
card transactions when the majority of a customer’s 
spending is done on their card.

And thanks to its organic design, CaaS’ “brain” is 
constantly evolving. As thousands of our Open 
Banking customers use our feedback loop to 
maintain the accuracy of our categorisation, our data 
scientists feed this into the categorisation engine to 
ensure it is constantly developing and accurately 
reflects everyday consumer behaviour.

CaaS can be used to process a bank’s own 
transaction data (franchise transactions) so is not 
just limited to consumer consented data from 
Open Banking.

INCOME

The regular income such 

as salary and other income 

received by the consumer

BASIC QUALITY OF LIVING

Expenditure which is hard to reduce 

and gives you a basic quality of life 

COMMITTED EXPENDITURE 

Credit and any other 

contractual commitments 

ESSENTIAL SPEND

Household related spend and 

essential travel related costs

DISCRETIONARY SPEND 

Everything else including eating out, 

entertainment, hotel and travel

Raw income and spend 

account transactions 

sourced from open banking

Categorisation into 186 

blocks of income and 

expenditure through 

Experian’s CaaS Engine 

CaaS insights can be used by current account providers to gain 

greater insight into your existing portfolio. It can provide timely and 

relevant information which can be used to spot vulnerable customers 

and assess risk across your portfolio. The data blocks include:

•   Income KPIs – number of jobs, payment frequency, volatility of 

income and income shock metrics

•   Financial Behaviour – looking for early signals of potential customer 

defaults (gambling, payday loan, high and consistent card payment)

•   Balance behaviour – how quickly income spent, days in over-draft, 

days below £100 balance

I&E blocks are mapped 

into taxonomies:

•  Standard I&E

•  FCA expenditure

•  Standard Financial 

 Statement

TRANSFORMING TRANSACTIONAL DATA INTO INSIGHT

TRANSACTIONS CATEGORISE TAXONOMY

£

£

£

INCOME & EXPENDITURE BLOCKS

CAAS INSIGHTS



What CaaS means for your business 

 § Optimised for financial decision makers 
- CaaS has been developed in association with 
our clients. We’ve used their feedback on key 
requirements to develop a tool which is 
optimised for use in financial decision making. 
This makes it more accurate and robust than 
tools which are focused simply on helping 
consumers manage their money such as 
Personal Financial Management (PFM) tools.

 § Robust infrastructure - Our Open Banking 
Platform processes millions of data 
exchanges a month enabling us to provide an 
up to date view of consumer’s financial 
behaviour. This is used to help maintain the 
accuracy of CaaS. Wrapped around this is 
Experian’s secure and robust infrastructure 
which protects you and your customer’s data

 § Flexible – available for use in real-time or in 
batch using AWS, Microsoft Azure or Google 
cloud-hosting services, CaaS can be tailored 
to meet your individual analysis requirements

 § Transparent and auditable – the CaaS 
methodology is transparent and auditable 
which means how we categorise data is 
explainable. This is important to inform your 
risk decisions and ensure you are compliant. 
We also continually monitor the performance 
of CaaS to ensure it continues to meet your 
requirements for accuracy 

 § Simple, and cost effective to implement 
– CaaS can be deployed very quickly without 
any costly IT integration using RESTful APIs or 
secure urls to access and view data

 § Easy to interpret – used in association with 
our Affordability Portal you can quickly 
view and analyse data categorised by CaaS 
in our customizable dashboard. This 
includes the provision of triggers and alerts 
on key categorised transactions such as 
income, gambling, credit and benefit 
commitments, balances and overdrafts

 § Accuracy – our daily customer feedback 
loop, annotation and data science 
resources helps us maintain the accuracy 
of CaaS. This resource gives us the  
capacity to include new Open Data sources 
from payment cards, savings and mortgage 
accounts as they come to market, adding 
additional insight to your understanding of 
a customer’s financial behaviour

Higher levels of accuracy 
At a leading Irish bank we achieved a higher level 
of accuracy when assessing workers with irregular 
income compared to manual assessments
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A study by major 

credit card 

company

Showed they were able 

to drop their false 

positive identification 

of high-risk customers

      BY 

5%
And therefore lend to 

a significant number of 

customers they would 

otherwise have declined

GAIN AN ACCURATE UNDERSTANDING OF CUSTOMERS

To see how Experian can help 
your company to put the 
individual at the heart of your 
affordability decisions contact us 
at business.uk@experian.com
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